
Typical cross section of the wheel fastening arrangement 
(no ABS ring version!!!!) 

Standard Inbus screw M8x40 

Underwasher (big) 

Elastic washer (small) 

This is the reference surface !!!!! 
It is the back side flat surface of 
the wheel which sits on the axle 

hub 
NOTICE: surface just around the 

bolt‘s hole which forms same 
plane for all 5 off bolts 



Typical cross section of the ABS sound ring fastening arrangement 
(only for ≥2016 models they have separate positions/holes for the ABS ring bolting) 

M5 or M6 screw 

ABS sound ring 

distancer 



Typical cross section of the ABS sound ring fastening arrangement as we need to do it 
(only on initial series of rear ABS models this arrangement was used with similar ring bolt) 

Underwasher (big) 

Elastic washer (small) 

Special bolt for both the 
whole wheel and for 
ABS ring 

Eventually some distancer washer 

Proposal is to use countersunk Inbus 
bolt to reduce the silouethe above the 

ring (because of sensor) 



Step 1 

1. On OEM wheel lay down all 5 off OEM distancers and put the OEM ABS ring 
on it to simulate OEM situation (you can screw the OEM ring up to OEM rim 
to easy yourself measurements) 

2. Put something flat bellow reference surface (slide 1) 
3. Through the main rim‘s bolt holes measure (using Schiebemesser) distance 

from the reference surface till the top of the OEM ABS ring, write this value 
somewhere 



Step 2 

1. On FUOCO rim uput 4 off lower washers, 4 off upper washers and 4 off 
adapter bolts (leave one hole free to do the measurements through) 

2. Put something flat bellow reference surface (slide 1) 
3. Put old fashioned ABS ring (hole pattern is different) on the adapter bolts (you 

can usé some of its small screws to attach it to easy the measurements, notice 
that th ethread might be different than OEM screws) 
 



Step 3 

1. Using Schiebemesser check on emopty (5th) hole what is the distance between the top 
side of the ABS ring (non-OEM) and the reference surface  

2. This will tell you of you need additional distancing washers or the adapter bolts need 
to be bit shortened up (can not remember any more) 

3. Once when you know the set-up (aligned with OEM distance), write everything down 
and the wheel is ready for installation 



Step 4 

1. Would recomment that you use countersunk bolt, since this will reduce the silouethe 
of the bolt head (important for the sensor) 

2. To be able further to sunk the bolt‘s head, you can use bigger drill than the required 
hole (lets say Ø10 or Ø12 mm drill) and just with the tip of it (unless you have special 
tool for countersunking the hole) make sharp edges of the hole on ABS ring (non-OEM) 
bit countersunk  this will enable bolt to sit even lower 

3. Do not worry too much about this, this small bolts do not transfer any big loads, they 
just hold ABS ring in place 

4. Also, they are som close to the shaft axis, centrifugal forces are ridiculus small 
5. Use Loctite or paint on threads when screwing the bolts up 
6. Once rear wheel (FUOCO) is mounted on, you‘ll probably need to put some washers 

(for M6 size) under the ABS sensor to align everything (although this newer models 
might not need that) 
 
 

Hope this explanation can help to you (or Michael) to properly install it 


